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Abstract 

Title: Building Datasets from Publicly Accessible Social Media Images for 

Biometric Analysis 

Author: Giordano Roberto Benitez Torres 

Advisor: Michael King, Ph. D. 

 

The world is developing at a rapid pace, and some of its advancement can be 

accredited to technological innovations that are affecting many aspects of society. 

A field within computer science that is increasingly reaching many industries is 

Biometrics, specifically the area face recognition.  Researchers, scientists, and 

organizations actively try to improve the performance of tools and algorithms. 

Nevertheless, for it to occur, there is a need for high-quality datasets to test and 

develop new techniques.  

 

Never had humanity, in the course of the history of civilization, produced massive 

amounts of data as it currently does. Social media networks play a significant role 

due to the amount of traffic that goes through its infrastructure. The content within 

it varies but is predominately flooded by images. In the era of selfies [1], we 

propose to aid the lack of datasets by building datasets from social media users' 

images. However, we acknowledge the complex legal and ethical issues involved 

with it. The possible collection mechanisms are compared, and a biometric ready 

dataset is built after the images have been properly processed. Aspects like 

legislation proposals across regions, controversies, and possible multi-level 

solutions are examined. This work will explore a solution to a biometric research 

problem while providing a snapshot of digital interactions in the current society.  
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1 Motivation  

 

As a member of the Identity Lab at Florida Tech, it is natural to be exposed to 

different areas of research like biometrics, cyber-identities, and behavioral 

analytics. Data is one constant aspect present not only in the research lab but across 

modern computer science disciplines. It is necessary to train, test, and improve both 

tools and algorithms to advance the field. Biometric applications, in particular, 

require datasets with specific properties that are not easily accessible. One of the 

goals of this thesis is to provide a solution to the scarcity of appropriate datasets by 

using current trends and digital social platforms.   

 

A secondary motivation is to evaluate the risks, feasibility, and approaches to this 

proposal; to create awareness and insight into this aspect of the current 

technological environment. We live in a rapidly evolving technological society 

where several major players decide the fate of millions of individuals. With the 

rapid development of these technologies and the internet, there is a duty to route 

research with what can be beneficial to society. This work is not meant to change 

the world but to be seen as a reference point to where society was at this point in 

human evolution.  
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2 Introduction 

 

Throughout human existence, there have been many inventions that have changed 

or redirected the course of civilization. The previous can be said about the use of 

fire, the steam engine, or the internet. Humanity would forever change after a 

student from UCLA sent the first packet of information using ARPANET. The way 

that we communicate and interact with each other was wrapped around the new 

invention and will bring both prosperity and hardships to future generations. The 

internet was born, and through every consecutive year, it has been utilized for new 

applications affecting societies around the entire world.  

 

Scientists and researchers have found methods to integrate humanity into different 

aspects of technology. It became popular to use human physiological traits as 

unique identifiers for different applications within computer science domains. 

Prominently we find this type of aptness in applications like human recognition, 

identification, and cybersecurity in general. The science of establishing the identity 

of an individual based on the physical or behavioral characteristics of the person 

either in a fully automated or semi-automated manner is referred to as biometric 

recognition.[2]  

 

When combining the internet with the fast growth of personal computers, the 

development of virtual social networks was inevitable. These tendencies 

manifested through many platforms, like early messaging software, virtual games, 

or online forums. Many of the websites that pioneered these types of services are 

no longer active, but due to the social nature of humans, they have been replaced 

by contemporary social network solutions. These networks have massive numbers 

of users and an exponential amount of data of all types that are shared across the 

network almost instantly.  
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It has become evident that for the development of the biometric fields, a large 

number of images are necessary to assess different behavior and characteristics 

within it. The data used for biometric development had previously originated from 

different sources, but there are several drawbacks present in them like quantity, 

quality, unbalanced sets, or usability of the images.  The proliferation of images 

present on social media can be used to satisfy the need for datasets, as the needed 

source of information for biometric applications.  

2.1 Biometrics 

Biometrics is the measurement and statistical analysis of people's unique physical 

and behavioral characteristics[2]. The technology is widely used for identification, 

access control, or for identifying individuals who are under surveillance. The basic 

premise of biometric authentication is that every person can be accurately identified 

by their intrinsic physical or behavioral traits. It is widely accepted that biometric 

traits should fall behind seven pillars: universality, uniqueness, permanence, 

performance, acceptability, circumvention and collectability[3]. It makes sense that 

one of the first human traits used as a component in biometrics is present in every 

human fingertip, the fingerprint. With a few exceptions [4], most human beings are 

born with fingerprints. These are easily observed to be different from one individual 

to another. This special characteristic has been used for forensic applications as 

well as to record a human identity. However, developments in biometric uses are 

becoming more natural to modern society’s daily life.  

 

What started with the application of mathematical models in fingerprints for 

forensic purposes,  is now present in airports, amusement parks, and even 

cellphones. [5] Since the introduction of the first scientific paper on automated 
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fingerprint matching by Mitchell Tauring in 1963, the field has been present with 

advancements, breakthroughs, and challenges.  

 

Figure 1 - Fingerprint minutiae pattern diagram.Two-dimensional representation of a human fingerprint.  

 

With the advancement of computers and technology in general, digital systems are 

capable of processing the uniqueness of a human face and use it as an identifiable 

trait.  The use of a face for biometric purposes does not only depend on the ability 

to process complex data but also to accurately capture it, process, and store it in a 

usable format. The invention and evolution of digital cameras have aided on image 

acquisition; currently, a big percentage of the population have a high-resolution 

camera embedded in their smartphones along with different types of high-quality 

fingerprint sensors. Biometric authentication is now a very popular way to access 

mobile devices. The trend has been utilized by major companies that combine face, 

fingerprint, and other biometric in their products.  
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Figure 2 -  Facial soft biometric layout with landmark points and geometrical representations. The image 

represents, facial, geometrical, and estimated landmarks present in a human face, usually categorized in Level 

1,2 &3. Not all face detection algorithms work in the same way, but the illustration is a good representation of 

the basic structural face division. [6] 

 

There are several benefits of using the face for biometric purposes. But also, the 

complexity of processing and using a face for identification purposes is higher than 

simpler traits like fingerprints. In contrast to a fingerprint that has two-dimensional 

patterns, a face is a more complex 3-D structure.  Faces are divided by levels and 

identified by landmark points located by software and later processed to create a 

unique face template linked to an identity. [1]Because of the challenges that face 

present, researchers and software companies require an extensive amount of data 

to provide accurate results for their products. It has been stated that face datasets 

are complicated to build. [7] it requires high cost and time to produce valuable sets.  

Due to the nature of human face, it has been difficult for faculty and scientist to 

make progress within the field without a significant amount of images.  In the 
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background sections, we will expand on the datasets used for biometric applications 

and the limitations that these might present.  

2.2 Social Media in the Current Era  

Social media has redefined the way we connect with other people. For the last 

decades, the evolution of social platforms has advanced along with developments 

of the internet and web infrastructure. The first manifestation of social media is 

accredited to SixDegrees.com [8]. This social network was based on the concept 

that only six links separate all individuals. It was originally released in 1997, but it 

was later shut down to be later active up to this date. It is currently not a significant 

social network website, but it remains as evidence to a site that pioneered a 

movement. Since then, there have been many websites and platforms that have 

attempted to connect people online. Among the most relevant ones, we can mention 

Friendster, MySpace, and ultimately Facebook. [9] 

 

 

Figure 3 - Friendster Signup Page. Friendster was one of the original social media platforms, it is no longer 

active but many new social platforms evolved from its concept. 
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Currently, we have a more competitive field with more than 15 major different 

global social media platforms competing for users. It is important to state that this 

statistic would vary depending on specific world regions and demographics, but the 

focus of this work will be on numbers of a globals scale and general demographics 

as it would provide a global picture. Statistics from global reports provide an insight 

into the current scenario regarding social media. There are 3.484 billion active users 

of social media, equivalent to 45% of the world population. The annual digital 

growth of the 2018-2019 time frame in active social media users has been of +9.0% 

worldwide. A single person has, on average, 8.9 social media accounts in which the 

average amount used per day is 02:16 hours on average. [10] 

 

 

Figure 4 - Hootsuite Social Media Overview. Illustrates the quantity of active social media users worldwide. 

[10] 

 

Based on the data, we can observe how social media is dominated worldwide by 

platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Whatsapp, and Youtube. Leading them all is 

Facebook, with 2,271 million users. On the top 6 positions, we can find Whatsapp, 

Facebook Messenger, and Instagram. Facebook owns all of these companies, which 

makes them very valuable due to the amount of data and traffic that goes through 
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their networks. Google’s owned company Youtube is the second-largest platform 

with 1,900 million users. The number of users demonstrates the importance of 

social media in the current world and the reach that this has in the world population. 

[10] Due to the amount of data present, we wanted to evaluate the feasibility of 

using it as a source of information for biometric applications.  

2.2 Data and Data Collection 

Data has become a valuable asset in the 21st century. With so many machine 

learning and deep learning models that rely on data, it is considered the gold or oil 

of the 21st century [11] The growth of the data on the internet has also increased 

compared to previous years; it is due to many technological developments, 

including the surface of new social applications that are continually pushing data 

into their networks. Furthermore, it is not just the development of social platforms 

but also the interconnection with other electronics like IoT devices that are 

communicating with social media as well.  

 

Figure 5 - Volume of Data growth Displays the projected growth of data until the year 2020 and divides its 

data based on the source. [12] 
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The type of available information has also widely changed. With the advancement 

of web platforms and applications, we are not limited to a single type of 

information. Previously, applications provided numbers, then plain text, but 

nowadays, the sharing of images, audio, videos, and even new types of information. 

like weather or health data are present [13]. Devices are more connected to a 

person’s lifestyle, while it merges many aspects of human behavior to electronic 

signals.  Also, storage capabilities have directly influenced the development of 

platforms, the increasingly available data has to be stored, and quick storage 

development has made access to the data more reliable. The large scale use of the 

cloud has also influenced the way data is stored and accessed.[14]  

 

 

Figure 6 - Active social media users by platform. It describes the percentage change of the most popular 

social media platforms by quarter.  

 

Data can originate from various online locations. It was common for personal data 

to be provided by the user with a certain degree of consent while completing a form 

or questionnaire. This allows the user to be aware of what type of data is provided, 

and it also provides the integrity of the information. The drawbacks of this type of 
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method are the time utilized for every individual collection, the resources necessary 

to implement the collection, and the small amount of data. Currently, mass 

automated methods and the public availability of data has made the massive 

collection of information more accessible than before. Material about the 

collections methods will be discussed further in the document. 

 

Figure 7 - Data growth prediction sources and forecasted growth to the year 2020 divided into sections.  

[12] 

Data is just expected to continue growing for the foreseen future [13]; along with 

the growth of the devices, the overflow of data should be managed and used for the 

benefit of the research community. Many collection techniques are being developed 

and utilized; some of them will be discussed further in the document. Given today’s 

academic environment, the massive collection of data for academia is a realistic 

goal, and new applied fields of study are being used to evaluate this precise data 

situation. Big data and analytics are playing a major role in the advancement of data 

applications. A large number of fields and subjects, ranging from everyday life to 

traditional research fields (i.e., geography and transportation, biology and 

chemistry, medicine, and rehabilitation), involve big data problems. The 

popularizing of various types of network has diversified types, issues, and solutions 

for big data more than ever before. [15]   
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3 Background  

In order to provide a general agreement in concepts, it is necessary to define some 

terms utilized in this document. It is also important to lay out some background 

information required for the discussion of this work. Due to the diversity of topics, 

the definitions are concerning the subject matter in discussion, biometric, data 

collection, and its related concepts.  

3.1 Social Networks and Social Media  

Social Networks: a network of social interactions and personal relationships. This 

term has evolved, and it is now commonly used in the “Social Networking” form. 

The latter refers to the ability to expand ones’ personal or business connections 

through online platforms. [16]  

 

Social Media: Any set of equal nodes that can publish and subscribe to each other’s 

information feeds. This definition includes platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and 

LinkedIn but excludes traditional methods of communications like Email, Fax, and 

even Skype.[17]   

 

According to Daniel Nations [8], social media is hard to define and is a two-way 

street that gives you the ability to communicate. Social media can be called a 

strategy and an outlet for broadcasting, while social networking is a tool and a 

utility for connecting with others. Furthermore, Cohen [18] reports that ‟the 

difference is not just semantics but in the features and functions put into these 

websites by their creators which indicates the way they are used.”  There are several 

differences between social media and social networks. The first one could be the 

definition; social media is still a media that is primarily used to transmit or share 

information with a broad audience, while social networking is an act of engagement 
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as people with common interests associate together and build relationships through 

community[19].   

 

The key difference between Social Media and Social Networks is the capacity to 

rapidly disseminate a message. Social Networks connect individuals through a 

platform but Social Media allows that connection to be expanded exponentially. 

Social Networks are the backbone upon which social media is built. In the graphics 

below the popularity of different social media platforms around the globe.  

 

 

Figure 8 - Hootsuite Social Platforms Active User Statistics. 

 The amount of total users of social media surpasses the billion mark; as a result, 

the quantity of data present in this network is very valuable. There are entire fields 

within computer science dedicated to the processing and analysis of big data.  

 

The Merriam Webster dictionary has a very simple definition of the noun data: 

information in digital form that can be transmitted or processed. [20] In this work, 

we discuss data in social media; in this context, it can naturally take different forms. 
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Data in this work refers to images, videos, text, and any other information extracted 

from social media like dates and locations. This information is processed to later 

produce more data that provides insights for different aspects of this work. It is 

important to note that the information stored in social media is very dependent on 

the platform, but they often share common features like the ones stated above. 

 

Figure 9 - Summary of major internet platforms traffic in 1 minute.  

 

Social Networks are the ultimate method of instant connection among humans on 

a massive scale. The previous graphics illustrate the amount of data that is 

processed within a minute on the internet.  They can disseminate and broadcast text, 

images, videos, and links to other sites among other types of data. Currently, there 

are hundreds of different types of platforms, and these produce a significant amount 

of data that can be harvested and utilized. A graphic representation of this online 

behavior can be observed in Figure 9.  
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3.2 Categories of Social Networks and Data 

The variety of the existing social media platforms is caused by the different 

mediums and structures of communications within the network and its users.  

Some of the categories widely used when referring to social media are summarized 

as follows: 

Table 1 - Social network categories 

Category Description Type of 

Data 

Examples 

Social 

Networking 

This is the most popular type of 

social network. Most of the 

social network users are part of 

this category of network, and 

there is significant traffic across 

the networks. This type usually 

contains many data types, as in 

their traffic across users. 

Plaintext 

Images 

Locations 

Links 

Facebook 

LinkedIn 

Google+ 

Microblogging Concise version of the network 

that usually focuses on a single 

type of data. They are usually 

tied to a single user that feeds a 

profile within the network.   

Plain Text or 

Images 

Twitter 

Tumblr 

Photo sharing The main focus of the network is 

to share images across users. 

Images can be compounded with 

text, locations or others but 

images are essential for every 

publication.  

Images, 

Text, 

Hashtags, 

Locations 

(JPEG, 

JPG,PNG) 

Instagram 

Snapchat 

Pinterest 

Video sharing Similar to photo sharing but with 

a focus on videos. These tend to 

be popular across demographics 

due to the video format.  

Video 

(mp4,mov,w

mv,avi) 

Youtube 

Vimeo 

Periscope 

FB Live 

Communication These are usually P2P private 

encrypted methods of 

communication.  

Plaintext, 

images, etc 

Whatsapp 

FB 

Messenger 
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There are different types of networks currently present in the digital space, but the 

ones mentioned above are the most popular; they generate the most traffic among 

active users. There are others like Linked-In or Quora which are also considered 

social networking platforms, but those will not be addressed in this work  

 

 

Figure 10 - Monthly users of major and most popular social media platforms 

Hootsuite  

It is important to reference and acknowledge the work done by Hootsuite [21]. This 

is a social media management platform, created by Ryan Holmes in 2008. They 

offer several services and insights related to social media for companies and 

individuals. Their work is very important for research because they provide a 

complete social media analysis for all platforms and around the world.  The 

information is broken down not just by region or nationality, but by platform 

performance by the second. Several international organizations, companies, and 

institutions rely on their data for trend, economic and state analysis of digital 

platforms. [10] 
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3.3 Biometric Datasets  

Biometric datasets are different than other datasets in the computer science 

community. Biometric information originates from a human being; this means that 

every entry within the dataset is from an individual. This increases the difficulty of 

building datasets as humans have to provide a part of their physiological body to 

be enrolled in the database. The difficulty in building the sets increases when the 

physiological part of being collected in the face, as people's privacy concern 

increases when dealing with an identifying part of that degree. Another difficult 

aspect of any biometric repository is the proper capture of the subject sample. In 

the case of faces, these cannot be occluded, eyes open and no major color variations. 

Pose, illumination and expression (PIE) are often considered to be the most 

important factors when capturing data for biometric use. [2] 

 

Many of the current face biometric datasets are built and tailored with a purpose in 

mind. These can be to measure variability in ages, pose, or ethnicity. Deceased or 

convicted individuals are popular methods to collect sets that are usable for 

biometric purposes. Images from celebrities and university students have also been 

used to build datasets. At a larger scale, immigration departments and DMVs also 

have large repositories of images that are suitable to be used. Not only because of 

the number of images but the proper documentation and labeling of them. However, 

these are not available for public use and are only at governmental reach.  

 

Another important aspect of biometric datasets is the instances of a subject within 

the set. It is crucial to see the accuracy of the same subject across a period of time, 

which allows the analysis of algorithms in regards to multiple slight variations of 

the same subject.  
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Some of the available datasets for biometric purposes are discussed below. These 

datasets are mostly focused on faces, but we acknowledge the existence of other 

datasets with different biometric traits. The following datasets have been selected 

to illustrate three different categories of datasets based on the method of collection.  

 

1. Government collected images 

2. Academia collected images 

3. Internet collected images (Images in the wild) 

3.3.1 Multiple Encounter Dataset (MEDS)  

This dataset is provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 

within the U.S. Department of Commerce. [22] The purpose of this government 

agency is to promote innovation and industrial competitiveness. The biometric field 

has been part of its research focus. NIST Special Database 32 - Multiple Encounter 

Dataset (MEDS) is a dataset built up with deceased persons with prior multiple 

encounters. It is used by the FBI and partner organizations across the globe. The 

latest iteration of this dataset was released on July 21, 2011.  

 

Table 2 -  MEDS Dataset Overview 

Dataset Subject Count Image Count 

MEDS-I 380 711 

MEDS-II 138 598 

MEDS-I & MEDS-II 518 1309 

 

The problems encountered with these datasets are many. The distribution of 

convicted individuals heavily influences the distribution of subjects; furthermore, 

it is also affected by the number of deaths within the population of the convicted 

population. If the research is trying to conduct an experiment with a population that 
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might reflect regular users within society, this might not reflect that type of 

demographic.  

3.3.2 ND Collection Datasets 

Universities have also conducted research in the biometric field for the past years. 

The University of Notre Dame has been at the forefront of many developments 

within the community. Dr. Kevin Bwwyer’s lab has worked on several topics of 

biometrics.[23] They have also conducted several collection sessions where they 

capture, label and store images from volunteers. The datasets are built around a 

specific project goal. In this work, only generic collection of face images is 

considered. Collection of fingerprints, iris, twins, or 3-D images were not taken into 

account.  

Table 3 - ND Dataset Overview 

Dataset Subject 

Count 

Image Count Collection Time 

ND- Collection B 487 33,287 24 months 

ND- Collection C 241 2492 ~ 12 months 

ND- Collection D 277 953 ~12 months 

 

Many resources and coordination are required to perform data collections. The 

collection of these images often occurs by partnering with other organizations. This 

is the case for some of the ND University collections, which have been done by 

partnering with government organizations and research institutions. Another major 

aspect to consider when doing this type of collection is the time it takes to gain a 

significant amount of data. However, an aspect to highlight is the integrity of the 

information collected if done properly.   
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3.3.3 CelebFaces Attributes (CelebA) Dataset 

The previously mentioned datasets obtain their data by manually capturing images 

of subjects in a certain environment. With the evolution of cameras and electronics, 

the capture of high-quality images is not reserved for institutions with large enough 

budgets for specialized equipment. In many countries like the United States of 

America, celebrity status is noticeable among certain individuals in society. These 

subjects tend to have hundreds or thousands of images available on the internet. 

Large-scale CelebA Dataset relies on that premise to obtain images of celebrities 

from the wild. These images are or were widely available on the internet and have 

been collected to create a curated dataset.  

 

Figure 11- Sample images of Celeb A dataset 
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Table 4 - CelebA Dataset Overview 

Dataset Subject 

Count 

Image Count Landmark 

Locations 

Binary 

Attributes 

CelebA 

Dataset 

10,177 202,599 5 40 

 

The celebrity dataset provides a very large amount of data with the use of minimal 

resources. This set, in particular, provides five face landmarks and 40 binary 

attributes like eyeglasses, or wavy hair. These aspects of the metadata provide 

researches with major freedom to conduct experiments using desired combinations 

and subsets. Major concerns on the source of the information are the modification 

or retouching of images, the pose of the subjects, and the integrity of the 

information.  

3.4 Collection Methods 

When collecting online data different mechanisms can be used to reach that goal 

depending on the type of data and source. This work will focus on the collection 

mechanisms for social media. Specifically, focus on Instagram as the platform of 

choice. Later in the document, this choice will be evaluated providing concrete 

reasons as to why this is the most suitable source of information for our needs.  

3.4.1 Official APIs 

Like most software applications in the current digital space, Instagram has an 

official API available for developers to use. An API is a set of routines, protocols, 

and tools for building software applications. Basically, an API specifies how 

software components should interact.[24] 
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Instagram’s API is an interesting case as it has been changing for the past months. 

Modifications have been announced or implemented since the beginning of this 

work, and the total deprecation of the Instagram API Platform is also set to occur. 

[25] Facebook is Instagram’s parent company, and the future API will be serving 

both platforms together, in contrast to the independent solutions that were available 

before.  

3.4.1.1 Previous version and capabilities 

The first official release for a software integration for the Instagram platform was 

made available on April 24, 2014. This was an Instagram Ruby SDK.  This and 

previous versions are not supported but still available in online repositories. Similar 

to current API releases, this version uses access tokens to enter the platform, and it 

initiated the ability to collect different types of information from the network. A 

sample of the initial possible requests that could be pushed in the interface can be 

found below. 

 

Original Ruby Instagram API Capabilities  

 

<h1>Ruby Instagram Gem Sample Application</h1> 

    <ol> 

      <li><a href='/user_recent_media'>User Recent Media</a> Calls user_recent_media - Get a list 

of a user's most recent media</li> 

      <li><a href='/user_media_feed'>User Media Feed</a> Calls user_media_feed - Get the 

currently authenticated user's media feed uses pagination</li> 

      <li><a href='/location_recent_media'>Location Recent Media</a> Calls location_recent_media 

- Get a list of recent media at a given location, in this case, the Instagram office</li> 

      <li><a href='/media_search'>Media Search</a> Calls media_search - Get a list of media close 

to a given latitude and longitude</li> 

      <li><a href='/media_popular'>Popular Media</a> Calls media_popular - Get a list of the overall 

most popular media items</li> 

      <li><a href='/user_search'>User Search</a> Calls user_search - Search for users on instagram, 

by name or username</li> 
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      <li><a href='/location_search'>Location Search</a> Calls location_search - Search for a 

location by lat/lng</li> 

      <li><a href='/location_search_4square'>Location Search - 4Square</a> Calls location_search - 

Search for a location by Fousquare ID (v2)</li> 

      <li><a href='/tags'>Tags</a>Search for tags, view tag info and get media by tag</li> 

      <li><a href='/limits'>View Rate Limit and Remaining API calls</a>View remaining and 

ratelimit info.</li> 

    </ol   >  

 

These capabilities remained constant for later iterations; they allowed for users or 

developers to access information from other members within the network. In the 

last few years, many scandals and controversies arose regarding privacy and 

information from social media. Some of these will be discussed more in-depth in 

later sections. These situations, along with legislation (GDPR) triggered changes in 

the way social platforms interact with users’ digital data. It provoked most of the 

platforms to revise their terms and conditions and also to modify some aspects of 

their applications, including APIs. Instagram was no exception to the events, and 

they pushed heavy modifications to their API capabilities. One of the biggest 

changes being the inability to obtain data from other users within the network. [26] 

Some of the depreciated functions can be seen below: 

 

■ Follows and Relationships 

■ GET /users/self/follows 

■ GET /users/self/followed-by 

■ GET /users/self/requested-by 

■ GET /users/{user-id}/relationship 

■ POST /users/{user-id}/relationship 

■ Commenting on Public Content 

■ GET /media/{media-id}/comments (Deprecation not relevant when fetching 

comments for self media) 

■ POST /media/{media-id}/comments 

■ DEL /media/{media-id}/comments/comment-id 
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■ Media 

■ GET /media/{media-id} 

■ GET /media/shortcode/{shortcode} 

■ Likes 

■ GET /media/{media-id}/likes 

■ POST /media/{media-id}/likes 

■ DEL /media/{media-id}/likes 

■ User Search 

■ GET /users/{user-id} 

■ GET /users/{user-id}/media/recent 

■ GET /users/self/media/liked 

■ GET /users/search 

■ Subscriptions - to receive notifications when media is posted 

■ Some information on Public Content returned through hashtag and location search will 

be removed - Name, Bio, Comments, Commenters, Follower Count, Following Count, 

Post Count, and Profile Pictures.  

With these modifications in place, the ability to obtain information from posts based 

on locations, hashtags, or public users became impossible with the Instagram API. 

This decision affected third-party software companies whose apps were connected 

to Instagram’s network. However, from the user perspective, the experience or 

availability of profiles, images, and network, in general, remained untouched.  

3.4.1.2 Future Releases and limitations 

Instagram has announced the complete depreciation of its API Platform; it will no 

longer be supported, and it has announced its users and developers to transition to 

the alternative, Instagram Basic Display API. This solution will be more directly 

linked to Facebook’s API. A release from Facebook says the following about 

Instagram new application:  
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The Instagram Graph API allows Instagram Business Accounts and Instagram 

Creator Accounts to use your app to manage their presence on Instagram. The API 

can be used to get and publish their media, manage and reply to comments on their 

media, identify media where they have been  mentioned by other Instagram users, 

find hashtagged media, and get basic metadata and metrics about other Instagram 

Businesses and Creators. 

 

The API is intended for Instagram Businesses and Creators who need insight into, 

and full control over, all of their social media interactions. If you are building an 

app for consumers or you only need to get an app user's basic profile information, 

photos, and videos, consider the Instagram Basic Display API instead. [27]  

 

The new application does not change or eliminates capabilities in comparison to 

the latest Instagram API. However, it keeps the limitation to access information 

from other public users within the network. Other methods could still be used to 

access this type of information.  

3.4.2 Data Scraping 

The cyber-world is full of applications and software used by millions of users. As 

mentioned before, data is constantly being interchanged across computers and 

servers across the globe. Applications like Instagram make access to their products 

and servers easier by creating supported APIs. Similar behavior occurs with many 

other websites and platforms. However, most of the applications that have a web 

interface load the information on a user’s device with the use of web protocols. The 

concept of scarping relies on the information being delivered to the user-end in 

smaller packets and collected in an organized matter.  

 

In the case of Instagram, the information that is stored on its servers is not only 

accessible by the company. The nature of social media accounts is to be widely 
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accessible by the public. Instagram public posts, in particular, can be accessed using 

any internet browser.  

 

There are several mechanisms to achieve data scraping, but most of them rely on 

the HTTP protocol and the HTML markup language that structures websites. In this 

project, that is the approach used to evaluate a data collection mechanism. There 

are software applications that work on top of these scraping methods, but the basis 

is still the same.  In this work, in particular, the scraping relied on Python tools. 

More information about the process can be read in the experiment section.   

3.5 Data Applications  

Data has become so important due to the variety of applications that can be used 

for. The original information can be enhanced with data analytics and machine 

learning techniques to create numerous amount of new and diverse insights.  Data 

analysis is a process of inspecting, cleansing, transforming and modeling data with 

the goal of discovering useful information, informing conclusions and supporting 

decision-making.[28] It is not exclusive to computer science domains as its 

techniques and principles can be applied to a vast extent of fields like business, 

marketing, climate, medicine, and astrophysics.  

 

The field of data analytics is diverse and still growing. It is natural for it to 

intertwine with advancing techniques like machine learning as they can both 

provide significant outcomes when used together. Machine learning is a method of 

data analysis that automates analytical model building. It is a branch of artificial 

intelligence based on the idea that systems can learn from data, identify patterns 

and make decisions with minimal human intervention. [29] 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_cleansing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_transformation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_modeling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
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In biometrics, the applications of data are varied. The most known are forensic 

applications, security access control, and surveillance. In the past decade, 

technological development has allowed for biometrics to expand over many areas. 

From cellphone access, filters in social media applications[30], to health screening 

from a simple image[31]. Many of the datasets are used to improve the behavior of 

algorithms, test the However, not all the applications are positive as nefarious actors 

have found ways to exploit data. Companies can track customers based on facial 

recognition, population datasets can be built for massive surveillance, and even 

governments can use them for protestor identification.  

3.6 Legal Aspects  

When dealing with information originating from other people, it is vital to 

acknowledge the legality of the experiments and actions. Individuals, 

organizations, small and companies alike have been involved in courtroom battles. 

[32], [33] leading organizations and governments to craft laws that accommodate 

new technologies and emerging platforms. Among the goals of the legislation is to 

regulate and protect user data. There is increasing evidence of the dangers present 

in big amounts of data in the hands of corporations and organizations. [34]  

 

The core and nature of this project rely on information obtained from humans who 

are actively part of society. Needless to say, there are universal rights that are bound 

to our humanity. It is important to understand how these rights translate into the 

cyber world.   

 

The internet was once considered to be “The Wild Wild Web”[35], but since its 

origins, online oversight has changed. The first significant legislation put in place 

by the United States Congress was the Telecommunications Act of 1996[36], which 

replaced the communication Act of 1934 [37]. The law did not cover all current 
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technologies, but it was the first time that the Internet was included in this type of 

legislation. At this time, the main target of regulations was broadcast television, 

radio, cable news and licensing. These laws were the foundation for many of the 

past and ongoing legislative efforts to provide a globalized online network with 

rules.   

 

Currently, various governing bodies handle different aspects of the internet. The 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 

and the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers. These international 

organizations set the guidelines, policies, standards, and protocols that govern 

different aspects of the digital world.  

3.6.2 Privacy 

Throughout this work, we discuss the evolution of digital platforms and their 

contents. Privacy is a specific category within the law that deals with information 

from individuals on the web. This is not a simple term to define, and it is important 

to state the difference between physical privacy and digital privacy. Even though 

they both refer to the same concept, its connotation depends on the realm that is 

being discussed.  Ruth Gavison’s privacy definition leans more to the physical 

domain.  He defines it as “the limitation of others’ access to an individual” with 

three key elements: secrecy, anonymity, and solitude.”[38] He follows to define the 

three terms as follows: anonymity refers to the protection from undesired attention; 

solitude is the lack of physical proximity to others; secrecy involves limiting the 

dissemination of knowledge about oneself. In contrast, Jim Moor and Herman 

Tavani combined previous theories and synthesized them into two main ideas, 

restricted access, and limited control [39]. They argue that in the current world, 

information has to be shared with others, but there has to control over it. That 

control can take the shape of informed consent. That moment is when privacy 

intersects between rights and freedom.  
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When dealing with information privacy, we often refer to different aspects of 

information. On one side relies on metadata information that tracks transactions, 

sites visited, types of searches and others. This type of information is widely 

obtained by using online elements like cookies, beacons or third party cookies. 

Another type of data is Personally Identifiable Information (PII), which refers to 

direct information that is linked to one’s persona. This kind of data is often present 

in online transactions or payments.  

 

The type of data that is referred to in this work is a middle ground between those 

mentioned before. Social media data is information that is usually willingly placed 

in cyberspace and can identify an individual. They do not necessarily include Social 

Security numbers, home addresses, or bank information and therefore are seen as 

less sensitive. However, users are usually ignorant about the usefulness of that data 

if utilized correctly. This type of data might not be part of what it has been 

traditionally considered as PII, but it can contain private aspects of someone’s life 

and identity. Your face, your family’s and friend’s faces, the places you have 

visited, your interests and other aspects. At first, the information might not be 

considered sensitive, but it has been proven that it can be used in harmful ways.[40], 

[41]  Technological innovations have made it easier for the storage and collection 

of personal information.  

3.6.3 Legislation in different world markets 

The United States of America and The European Union have been two major 

entities that are involved in the regulation of privacy and data. However, these two 

players have very different approaches when dealing with these issues. The United 

States system relies on a philosophy of self-regulation. [39] Their approach to 

protecting privacy is a combination of market pressures, which assumes leads to 

industry self-regulation. [39] Their focus heavily relies on economic growth, and a 
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belief exists that more defined regulations can jeopardize the companies’ maximum 

possible revenue. These tendencies have been shifting in the last few years but have 

unequivocally been present in the development of US technologies. In contrast, the 

European Union has different views on privacy as it has officially been 

acknowledged as a basic human right with full protection of the law  [42]. The right 

to privacy or private life is embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(Article 12), the European Convention of Human Rights (Article 8), and the 

European Charter of Fundamental Rights (Article 7). These distinct approaches can 

be observed in the present evolution of digital privacy laws within the two regions.  

 

The European Union and GDPR 

 

GDPR stands for The EU General Data Protection Regulation. The legislation is 

well summarized in its legal title: Regulation on the protection of natural persons 

with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such 

data. [43] The purpose of this EU law is to accommodate the law to ongoing 

changes in the digital world by providing individuals with control of their online 

personal data. The GDPR is often referred to as the biggest and most significant 

change in data privacy regulation in 20 years. Its goal is to transform how 

organizations in every sector handle consumer data, putting consumers in control. 

Users have a say over who collects their personal data when it’s collected, and how 

it’s used. 

 

The GDPR applies to ‘personal data’, meaning any information relating to an 

identifiable person who can be directly or indirectly identified in particular by 

reference to an identifier. This definition provides for a wide range of personal 

identifiers to constitute personal data, including name, identification number, 

location data, or online identifier, reflecting changes in technology and the way 

organizations collect information about people. [44] 
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The EU Parliament approved the GDPR in 2016 [45] to replace a data protection 

initiative from 1995, but the changes were not enforced until May 25, 2018. There’s 

a misconception that U.S. companies that do not do business with Europeans are 

exempted and thus not affected, but that is not the case.  

 

The GDPR changes apply as much to organizations in other countries as they do to 

those within the EU. If any organization, EU or otherwise, offers goods or services 

to or monitors the behavior of EU data subjects, they are affected by regulations. 

As EU GDPR.org states, “It applies to all companies processing and holding the 

personal data of data subjects residing in the European Union, regardless of the 

company’s location.” [44] 

 

What types of data are protected under the GDPR? 

 Name 

 Physical Address 

 Email Address 

 Phone Number 

 Credit Card Details 

 Bank Details 

 IP Address 

 Date of Birth 

 Employment Info 

 Social Security Number 

 Medical Information 

 Video/Audio Recording 

 

 The GDPR legislation is a good initiative and a necessary step to create a stable 

cyber community. However, there is a big issue when dealing with social media 
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and social networks.  Legislation like GDPR stops the storage and collection of data 

by the software platforms, but it does not specify anything about the availability of 

this information. Naturally, social media is made public for everyone on the internet 

to see. These platforms, even though following all stipulations, still make this data 

to be easily accessible and collectible. Legislation has not forced the platforms to 

make their data not collectible; however, this can be achieved. Some suggested 

methods will be later explained in the document.  

 

The United States of America and the NIST Privacy Framework 

 

Similar to what happened in Europe, The United States of America is producing its 

own solution for data privacy concerns. Like it was stated in the 3.3 Legal Aspects 

section of this document, the approach that the U.S.A. has had in regards to privacy 

is very different from Europe. It was mentioned that their motivations have 

originated by economic or legal dispute situations. It has traditionally left to the 

companies to decide what type of approaches they use to enforce some privacy 

aspects. The initiative by the National Institute of Standards and Technology aims 

to provide a resource for the privacy concerns within the United States. The Privacy 

Framework has not officially been released, but there is a preliminary draft 

available that outline major aspects of the project and provides a good idea of what 

the final product will look like.  

 

The NIST Privacy Network Draft States the following [46]: 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), working in 

collaboration with private and public stakeholders, has developed this voluntary 

NIST Privacy Framework: A Tool for Improving Privacy through Enterprise Risk 

Management (Privacy Framework). Deriving benefits from data while 

simultaneously managing risks to individuals’ privacy is not well-suited to one-
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size-fits-all solutions. The Privacy Framework can drive better privacy engineering 

and help organizations protect individuals’ privacy by: 

• Building customer trust by supporting ethical decision-making in product and 

service design or deployment that optimizes beneficial uses of data while 

minimizing adverse consequences for individuals’ privacy and society as a whole; 

• Fulfilling current compliance obligations, as well as future-proofing products and 

services to meet these obligations in a changing technological and policy 

environment; and 

• Facilitating communication about privacy practices with customers, assessors, 

and regulators. 

The NIST Privacy Framework is not mandatory for companies or organizations to 

follow in the U.S. Nevertheless, it sets basic rules and stipulations that serve as a 

guideline for most initiatives that involve privacy. In the past, government 

contractors or awards were given to proposals that were compliant with NIST 

frameworks, evident in the case of Cyber Security [47] or Biometric technologies 

[48].  
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3.6.4 IRB Exemption 

Mentioned in previous sections, this project deals with information from other 

individuals. It is understandable for concerns to arise regarding the use of human 

subjects. However, this data collection did not involve the physical participation of 

humans, and the collection did not require the subjects to be present at the time of 

the collection. Some of the biometric collection methods have been mentioned in 

the Biometric Dataset Section (3.3).  

 

After a discussion with members of the committee and university representatives, 

it was decided to complete an IRB exemption form that outlines the reasons why 

this project does not require an IRB form. The key aspects being, all the information 

collected is publicly available, there is no harm for the individuals whose data is 

being collected and the security measurements in place at the Identity Research 

Laboratory. The IRB exemption form can be found in Appendix A. 
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4 Related Work 

4.1  Data Collection & Data Ethics 

The concept of building datasets and collecting data is not new. There have been 

other researchers, institutions, and organizations that have spent time and resources 

in collecting data. Furthermore, due to the changes in the data, platforms, and legal 

aspects, the methods of data collection have evolved with time. When discussing 

the topic of data collection, there are several areas to evaluate. Different researches 

focus on different types of data and the source of it. Researches like Fotiou et al. 

[49] have focused on information from smart IoT devices. Others like Liu et al. [50] 

focus on getting information from big cities like Beijing; others are interested in 

obtaining data from a specific field like healthcare [51]. In this work, we focus on 

data collection from social media. The proliferation of social networks is recent, 

but due to the quick adaptation of users and the amount of activity, it became a 

point of interest for many researchers.  

 

Social networks are mostly public, and they are widely used across the globe. It is 

natural that the phenomenon of social media to be studied across the entire world. 

Students at the Polytechnic National University of Ukraine were interested in the 

analysis of methods of data collection within social networks. In their work, 

Peleshchysyn et al. [52] considered the most popular methods of data collection 

from socially oriented websites. Their work focuses on the Facebook platform, but 

the basic concepts and theory behind can be applied to most current social network 

sites. They highlight the importance of information, and that is a basis for their 

research.  
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“Information is a quite valuable resource that can be a source of manipulation, 

influence and simulation of social behavior, formation of its thoughts etc. It's hard 

to underestimate the role of information in the modern world, which is why there 

is a constant information warfare in the modern information society.” 

 

It is clear that they understand the value of information and that some of the 

motivation to analyze collection methods is inspired in the foreseen worth of 

possessing data. However, they analyze the collection of information from the 

network as a whole. They are focusing on the users as nodes and the underlying 

information that the connections can have. They also take into account the time and 

the records linked to every user interaction. They contrast two major methods, 

manual data analysis, performed by a human and the API page analysis. The 

benefits and drawbacks are stated, and they conclude that the manual method is 

slower but universal, and the API, though faster, might be limited by the number of 

queries that can be performed in a specific time frame.  

 

APIs, specifically, have been utilized to collect data from social media. This is the 

focus of Lomborg and Bechmann journal article [53]. This article was released in 

2014, and the API situation was different during that time. But it is evident how 

powerful API capabilities were. The authors focused on Facebook and Twitter as 

their platforms of choice. They highlighted the API's ability to access the data pool 

from the platforms and the different types of information that could be gathered 

from the entire network. They do mention the limitations present using the API, 

mostly, indicating that the sample obtained from the social media platform might 

be biased or sub-representing the desired population. This is an issue for their 

desired applications as they intend to link behavior or tendencies within social 

media with certain demographics. However, for biometrics, biases in behavior are 

not relevant. Due to the time of research, there are no significant obstacles with 
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limitations from the API. It is important to recall that the work was done before the 

Cambridge Analytica scandal or most events that started a privacy discussion.  

They do mention legal and ethical issues as it is a common concern for the past 

decades. Legally, they refer us to the jurisdiction from different regions, and even 

without the GDPR in place, the EU is mentioned as a strong defendant of privacy 

rights. Ethically the dilemma resides in a grey area. Informed consent is necessary 

when dealing with subjects in a more direct and personal level, but it is admitted to 

be a more complex scenario when doing a collection with thousands of users. There 

is a consent involved given by the users when signing in to the platform, but this is 

not explicit for research. The authors mention: “APIs are interested in structural 

analysis, pattern recognition, and prediction and not in single-users profiles, in 

contrast to qualitative studies. This creates research scenarios where it may be 

appropriate not to seek informed consent, simply because there is a greater 

distance between the analysis being made and the actual users involved in the data 

sets.” 

 

The issue tends to focus on the underlying question of what is personal or public 

information.  Recently Ravn et al. approached this exact question in their paper, 

“What is Publicly Available Data”? Exploring Blurred Public-Private Boundaries 

and Ethical Practices Through a Case Study on Instagram”. [54] They specifically 

did a case study on Instagram which is of great benefit to this particular research.  

 

This recent study attempted to collect data from the social media platform. 

Similarly to what occurs when using Instagram, their API, settings and other 

aspects of the platform structure change. However, they still decided to perform the 

collection and test their hypothesis. Their focus was on observing the blurred line 

of public and private information. They were interested in the family aspect and 

collected information using hashtags like #familymemories, #motherdaughter, 

#fatherson, #fatherdaughter, and #motherson. They collected posts, not entire 
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profile accounts, but quickly realized that the moments they were obtained, even 

though categorized as public, seemed very intimate and private. Births and deaths 

were present across many posts, and they felt the obligation to contact some of the 

users. Although this is mentioned not to be necessary and not required as the 

standards of use from Instagram. Many of the posts were deleted, some changed 

their privacy settings or usernames of the profiles. They were able to collect the 

information and had the capability to obtain underlying information, but concluded 

that most of the path of action depended on the ethics of the person doing the 

experiment or collection. “Just because something is technically accessible and 

collectible, doesn’t mean it should be accessed and collected.”  [55] 

4.2 Biometrics and Social Media 

Biometrics has been evaluated on social networking and social media sites before; 

it has been examined from various perspectives. Some of the work done focuses on 

using biometric authentication as a method for users to access their accounts [56]. 

This type of work evaluate the different biometric modalities, and what would be 

preferred by users to access their account. In contrast, this is not the type of 

approach observed in this work. For the previously mentioned paper, users provide 

their biometric information for authentication mechanisms, but what our work is 

attempting to define is a viable solution to build datasets for biometric research. 

The suggested source of information is social media. There are a few research 

works that have done work with that defined goal [57].  

 

In work done by Mavridis et al. [58], they utilize what is referenced as “social 

context” for face recognition purposes. In a Facebook type of social network, this 

means that people who are connected as friends or relatives tend to post pictures 

with these connections allowing the facial recognition to have a smaller subset of 

faces to choose when tagging images as well as a higher chance of identifying an 
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individual. They refer to a relationship matrix in which they classify connections 

among individuals. The interesting aspect to highlight in their work is the 

mechanisms used to obtain the information. They use Facebook as their source of 

information and its network structure of choice. This is due to the type of research 

that the team attempted to investigate. The relationship among individuals was an 

essential piece of information, and this feature is widely available in Facebook 

datasets. They collected information trough a “bot,” which is just a fake account. 

They created a fake profile, with generic information and requested the friendship 

of individuals through the network. The false persona had the name of Sarah 

Mobilero and was able to connect 76 first-level friends in its Facebook account. 

They did not only accessed the profiles of the first level friends but also looked into 

the connection of these friends as well. These are not classified as first-level friends. 

There was no indication that any permission was requested for the use of this 

information. Nevertheless, the Facebook official platform was not used for data 

extraction. “The use of the Facebook API was not considered due to latency 

problems and functionality limitations.” This reaffirms our initial hypothesis that 

official API solutions provided by popular social platforms include limitations. 

They collected the information using HTML scraping which is an alternative name 

for web scraping. However, they used the fake user account to access the 

information from the other profiles. They were able to collect a total of 7,597 

images with 3,752 number of faces.  The rest of their work is not relevant for our 

research purposes, but it is important to notice the process in which they used to 

collect data. There are no legal or ethical implications mentioned in the paper, and 

it was successfully published and presented by members of the University of 

Harvard and MIT.  

 

The most comprehensive work done, specifically in collecting data for face 

biometric purposes can be attributed to the publication, Public faces? A critical 
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exploration of the diffusion of face recognition technologies in online social 

networks [59].  In this work, the authors evaluate the use of biometrics within social 

network sites and the wide-ranging implications involved within this topic.  

 

 

 “The acquisition of online photo sharing sites by large social media companies 

such as Facebook and Google allowed face recognition to tap into an ever evolving 

online depository of user generated content that is not regulated by governments 

likens this situation to a perfect storm where unprecedented convergence of several 

technological developments creates an environment where new kinds of face 

recognition applications threaten privacy on a very large scale” 

 

As mentioned before they do a very thorough analysis of the topic. Most of the 

other researchers focus on other aspects that are common across papers, and we 

have mentioned before, but they mention legality and ethics. It is important to get 

a government perspective, and they realize the responsibility and risks that are in 

place when dealing with this type of topic. They also highlight the different type of 

biometric systems, some of which work actively with live images and others which 

use images from a gallery or dataset. They make sure to mention events that have 

defined the way that biometrics has been developed, including the 9/11 and 7/7 

horrific events. These are some of the key points mentioned in their work, but an 

important section of their work is on Facebook and their use of face recognition. 

Tagging individuals in images is now part of the digital platform, but the 

implementation of it was not widely discussed or argued for. Some might argue that 

this is a private company and the actions done should not be consulted with the 

public, but the information that they are dealing with is from the public. This is the 

thin line that is constantly being mentioned in their work. Face recognition and 

biometric applications are used and will continue to evolve within social media, 

and it has very high-security motivations. Nonetheless, they conclude that is 
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important to have balance, and privacy is a concern of many. Biometric applications 

can be beneficial, but like many technologies, it can be abused.  

4.3 Controversies  

Tools that initiated as simple communication mechanisms have become a complex 

apparatus of war, defamation, and hatred among humans.  With the amount of 

information that circulates within different platforms, it is fair to acknowledge the 

power that these platforms hold on society due to its current structure and behavior.  

 

Corporations have invested resources in harvesting and analyzing data from all 

sources.  Many international institutions and governments have had the task to 

quickly adapt and understand the importance of establishing guidelines for both 

companies as well as users. Recently the General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) started to enforce new data protection laws to regulate the quantity and 

type of information that can be collected from individuals. These European laws 

have affected several platforms around the world, forcing them to update their terms 

and conditions for users. 

4.3.1 Cambridge Analytica 

As has been mentioned, there have been many scandals that have affected users. 

The improper manipulation of data has jeopardized and changed how we see social 

media. Cambridge Analytica was one of the biggest scandals of modern platforms. 

Cambridge Analytica is a consulting company that advises different organizations 

on how to manipulate aspects of society with the use of social media behavior 

handling.  

 

Alexander Nix was in charge of the operation. He started advising the Ted Cruz 

campaign to later become an essential part of a different campaign [60]. The data-
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Analysis firm worked on the 2016 Trump presidential campaign. It built personality 

profiles called “psychographic targeting” ads. This became a scandal once the 

source of the massive dataset was discovered. This company was keeping the data 

of 87 million FB users.  The source of this information was a 120 question 

personality quiz called “thisisyourdigitallife” app around 300k people downloaded 

it, but Facebook API allowed developers to obtain the information from the user 

who downloaded the app and all of the user’s friends within the network. This was 

supposed to only be used for academic purposes, but the biggest issues of this 

application was not the app, but the ability that the app had to collect from users 

who had not given permission to the platform. 

 

The organization was able to apply behavioral analytics to target susceptible users 

and swage messages according to what would be accepted better by the viewer. He 

used data collected from Facebook users. Originally the data was collected from an 

app that would evaluate aspects of your life. One brief example of how they were 

able to manipulate the population is that Cambridge Analytica noticed when pulling 

the Facebook data that fashion brands were really useful in producing algorithms 

about how people think and feel. Fashion data was used to build AI models to help 

Steve Bannon build methodologies to accomplish his goals. The political 

consulting company determined that Wrangler fans supported Trump while 

Abercrombie shoppers did not. 

 

Donald Trump became president, and they were a big reason why his presidential 

campaign was successful. This is just one example of the capabilities of social 

media if used for not so benevolent purposes. It affected the course of history and 

the lives of millions of people across the world, with war, legislation, and policies 

from one of the most powerful countries in the world.  
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4.3.2 Privacy Scandals 

Mega Face  

The Cambridge Analytica Scandal has been one of the main controversies regarding 

social media and privacy, but it has not been the only one in the last years. There 

are many privacy scandals across the globe and within the United States that have 

pushed for legislation that comprehensively covers privacy aspects in modern 

society. In this section, we will briefly go over a few privacy scandals and how the 

reception they have had in society.  

 

One of the biggest controversies related to face images and biometrics can be 

attributed to Yahoo and Flicker[61]. In the year 2014, Yahoo made available one 

of the largest multimedia datasets ever released[62]. It contained more than 100 

million photos and videos. The dataset was built using the popular site called Flickr. 

These online platforms contain images that users had uploaded for more than 14 

years. The set contained more than 700,000 individuals, and many companies had 

downloaded it with the purpose of training face-identification algorithms. Not only 

the dataset was obtained by researchers, but it was modified, processed and 

distributed dozens of times. Mega Face is the name of one of these subsets created 

by the University of Washington in 2015. This smaller set contained around 4 

million images, with 672,000 people in it. The university started an initiative called 

the Mega Face challenge, where it invited groups working on face-recognition 

technology to use their database to test their approaches on the topic. More than 

300 research groups and organizations were part of the initiative. Among these were 

very important companies like Google, Amazon, and SenseTimes. The former, 

known to be used to monitor populations in China[63]  

 

One of the main issues with this dataset is that the users within this dataset are not 

aware that their images were used for this purpose. It is stated that widely across 
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the U.S., there are no laws in place that protect or prevent companies from doing 

these types of activities, and by law, most Americans in the database don’t need to 

be asked for their permission. This is the case except for the residents of Illinois. 

They are protected by one of the strictest privacy laws in the American territory. 

The Biometric Information Privacy Act imposes financial penalties for the use of 

the fingerprints and face without the individual’s consent. Due to this, there might 

be financial compensation directed to Illinois residents who are part of the database. 

The problem is that there is no defined method to point who should be held 

responsible for the crimes.  

 

Figure 12 - MegaFace sample images. In this illustration, we can find a few samples of a child who is part of 

the dataset. 

Most users are still not aware that their images are being used for research purposes. 

The dataset includes images of people of all ages, races or gender. It can be used 

for several types of research as well as to create smaller subsets for specific 

purposes.   
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5 Experiment 

The following section will layout different aspects of the experiment. The technical 

specifications of both hardware and software utilized in the experiment will be 

described below.  

 

System Technical details 

Pycharm served as the main integrated development environment. Windows 

Education as the operating system; however, it resided on a Virtual Machine within 

the HIAI network in the Harris Center for Science and Engineering at the Florida 

Tech campus in Melbourne, Florida.  

 

 

Figure 13 - Details of system utilized for the experiment 
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5.1 Concept 

The basis of the experiment is to analyze the capabilities of collecting data from 

social media after the implementation of regulations that should protect the privacy 

of users. Traditionally, software platforms provide an API (Application 

Programming Interface) to interact with its resources, but due to recent privacy 

scandals, these have changed. Nevertheless, APIs are not the only possible way to 

access information on a platform. Mentioned in previous sections scraping data 

from the web is not a new technique and it has been applied to social media 

platforms as well. In this project, we have decided to use Instagram which provides 

a widely used API and also allows web scraping to an extent.   

5.1.1 Why Instagram?   

Instagram is selected because it is the most complete source of information for our 

data collection purposes. It is also one of the most popular social media platforms 

and used by a wide range of demographics, which allows the collection of tailored 

subsets. Some of the properties that make this social network such an ideal platform 

are the following: 

 

● Web and app interface 

Instagram, as a platform, has two main access methods. The primary one and 

method, of which 90% of the users use the mobile application. Similar to its parent 

company, Facebook, this platform is also available through the web. This is an 

important aspect of the collection methods as scraping relies on the access of 

information through the web and not through a conventional API method. 

Furthermore, the platform public network is openly available to anyone with a 

computer and internet connection. 
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● Binary access to a profile 

Many Social media platforms implement a type of user-level control, where not all 

types of users are allowed to see or access certain parts within a profile. Instagram 

has binary user access. Either you are allowed to a user profile, or you are not. This 

means that users who have set their permission to public are visible to anyone not 

just in the network but on the internet. 

 

● Standardized template for every post 

In complex social media networks like Facebook, posts can vary in format. They 

can take the shape of text, an image, a link or even sound. Instagram has 

standardized posts; all of them have the same format. Image, with a caption, and 

provided by a user. This standardized template allows for the simplicity of scraping 

models. They could be applied to the entire network without the need to change it. 

 

● Diversity of data types 

○ Images 

○ Text 

○ Hashtags 

○ Locations 

○ Tags 

 

Even though the post format is standardized, there is a lot of essential information 

that can be obtained from each post, author, image, caption, likes, comments, and 

even in some circumstances, hashtags and locations. With this information, many 

operations can be done from it. 
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● Platform’s users' motivation 

This is probably one of the most important reasons why Instagram is the ideal 

platform. Instagram users use the platform because they desire to be famous. They 

desire to share with a massive amount of unknown people their images, personal 

information. Users often seek attention and want to be seen. This premise assures 

data collectors that the source was the information originates will often be updated 

and will include information from the poster. In other social network sites like 

Linked IN or Facebook, users often share opinions, videos, posts from other users. 

In sites like Linked In, the network is based on more professional or academic 

content. Instagram is mostly personal images, where the author is often present. 

Instagram is the selfie social network by excellence. 

 

 

Figure 14 - Statistics particular to Instagram Audience 

 

Instagram is a very popular platform, and its traffic has been rising in previous 

years. Evaluating this platform will provide a good basis for understanding the 

situation of social media in the current era.  
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5.2 Design  
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Figure 15- Experiment Design Diagram 

The previous diagram describes the process of collecting data from the Instagram 

platform. It evaluates both routes as well as the object recognition possibility and 

the use of machine learning applications to the extracted information. The process 

starts with the Instagram platform. Instagram has millions of users, so it is necessary 

to locate a small sample within the platform to extract the information. The platform 

is not only used by individuals; companies, organizations and anonymous users use 

it as well. For this reason, it is necessary to find a method to extract information 

only from profiles that reflect information from real users with faces in it. To 

evaluate this approach, a manual method was utilized. Testing the network with a 

few combinations of hashtags, we could find possible profiles with a large number 

of selfies. After a set of users was located we could proceed to extract the 

information, using both approaches the official API and scraping. After information 

was collected, we could process the images to obtain a biometric ready gallery.  

5.3User Filtering by Hashtag 

One of the capabilities provided by Instagram is to locate posts by hashtag or 

location. For this experiment, the hashtag alternative would be the best route as it 

will provide users with a specific tendency rather than users from a specific region 

or location. Below is a list of hashtags used to filter the sources and the current 

results within the Instagram platform.  

Table 5 - Number of results per hashtag search 

Hashtag Quantity of images within Instagram 
#selfie 409,180,228 

#girlface 37,422 

#boyselfie 45,517 

#girlselfie 87,142 

#prettyboy 1,757,066 

#manface 23,783 

#prettyface 818,476 
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Figure 16 - Results of hashtag search of selfie. 

It is important to highlight that to do these searches, the platform does not require 

an account. This is noticeable at the upper right corner of the image. Where the log 

in Sign Up buttons are present.  

 

 

 

Figure 17 - Result for hashtag searches for #prettyface,#prettyboy,#girlface within the Instagram platform. 
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5.4 Data Collection 

This experiment will take two approaches to do the data collection; the first 

approach is using APIs, a more traditional one and how third parties connect with 

software platforms. Most of the commonly used software platforms incorporate an 

API to allow communications to some of the resources available to users present in 

apps or websites. APIs allow third parties to incorporate some of the data in their 

projects expanding the capabilities of the original platform. Legislation like GDPR 

has significantly limited the number of resources available for third parties, usually 

only allowing users to access their data.  

 

Figure 18- Former Instagram API banner for developers, this option has been deprecated and replaced by a 

Facebook alternative. 

 

The second approach is using a method called ‘Web Scraping’ or ‘Web Crawling.’ 

This technique relies on the HTML base that is present on social networks. APIs 

allow to connect directly to the platform’s servers, but the new legislations and 

numerous data breach scandals have limited access to information. However, due 

to the public nature of social media, most of the information is still accessible 
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through the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol and structured with the 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).  

 

The information obtained from both sources is compared, and the contrast of the 

benefits and drawbacks of each option is analyzed.  

5.4.1 API 

The API is the official method to obtain data from the Instagram servers, using 

developer privileges granted by Instagram. The third-party application had to be 

granted permission and an access token to collect the information. As has been 

stated before in the document, the API has changed in the past two years up to the 

point that it was announced to be depreciated.  In previous versions, the API 

allowed collecting information from any public profile in the network. This is 

different from Facebook due to the binary accessibility of profiles. If profiles were 

set to public, it allowed collecting information from it. Currently, the App is going 

through changes, and Instagram has suspended permission from “Developers.”  

 

Figure 19- Instagram official announcement to deprecate the IG API platform, taking effect until the 2020 

year. 
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For this research, it is acknowledged that currently, the API cannot be used to obtain 

data from public users in the network. However, it is important to highlight what 

type of information was capable of being extracted. To be able to obtain this 

previous information records of the official API platform were accessed using the 

Wayback Machine. [64] The Instagram documentation indicates that developer 

options allowed to retrieve information from self user accounts but also other users. 

Get commands were able to extract information, recent media, likes, or even 

retrieve the user by a name search.  

 

Figure 20 - Previous user endpoint capabilities of the API platform. Most of these have been deprecated.  

Even though the platform allowed to obtain this information it there was still a rate 

limit to the amount of data that could be requested. These rate limits were divided 

in developer applications of sandbox and live mode. The higher rate limit would be 

5000 requests per hour. This provides a higher number of images than what is 

allowed in the current platform, but it still lacks in comparison to other applications.  
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Figure 21 - Rate limits provided by Instagram in 2016 developer API. 

This information was obtained using the Wayback Machine to access previous 

developer documentation from the Instagram website.  

 

5.3.2 Data Scraping 

There is no set method of data scraping, as it can be done through several languages 

and platforms. Ruby, Python, and PHP are popular methods to parse and extract 

data from the web. The underlying concept remains the same, and it relies on two 

major components of the current internet structure, HTTP and HTML. The idea 

behind scraping is to access and store information that is presented to users in an 

automated way.  
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In previous sections, it was stated how the selection of users was made by searching 

for hashtags in the Instagram platform. It was indicated that not log in or sign up is 

necessary. The website and information of the post could be accessed using a 

simple URL.  

 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/girlface/?hl=en 

 

Tags indicate the hashtag to be searched within the platform and hl indicates the 

home language, but would not alter the results. The query goes through the main 

URL, “instagram.com.” Like was stated before, there is no need to log in or sign 

up.  

 

To achieve the goal of scraping, several methods could be utilized. There are pre-

built open source tools that can do web scraping, researchers and students 

developed some of them; these provide a complete toolkit of options of scraping. 

[65] However, for this project, we decided to follow a basic approach that does not 

depend on pre-compiled methods. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that 

companies, researches, and wrongdoers will have access to these resources.  

 

Python is the language selected to build a ground-up version of the Instagram 

Scraper. Many libraries and resources are available for the language. Also, it has 

high compatibility with web applications without compromising the versatility of 

interacting with data or the operating system. The two main libraries used to scrape 

are Beautiful Soup[66]  and Selenium [67]. Beautiful Soup is a Python library for 

pulling data out of HTML and XML files. It works with a parser to provide 

idiomatic ways of navigating, searching and modifying the parse tree. It commonly 

saves programmers hours or days of work. On the other hand, Selenium automates 

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/girlface/?hl=en
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browsers' operations. It is for automating web applications for testing purposes but 

is not limited to just that.  

 

Selenium has the support of some of the largest browser vendors who have taken 

steps to make Selenium a native part of their browser. It is also the core technology 

in countless other browser automation tools, APIs and frameworks. Instagram is a 

dynamic website, and selenium is used to automate the navigation of the site. 

Beautiful Soup allows deconstructing the website into sections for parsing and 

storage. The code for this section can be found in Apendix B.  
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5.5 Face Detection and Cropping  

Once all the images are downloaded, it is necessary to crop the images to a usable 

format. Images are going to vary on backgrounds, scenarios, people in it, non-

human images and others. For this project, we are interested in building a biometric 

ready dataset with face images. All of the other images in this project are considered 

noise. The first filter to be used is face detection and cropping algorithm. In the 

Identity Lab, one of the pre-processing operations done to most datasets is the 

cropping and alignment of face images. This follows literature that supports that 

for deep learning applications cropping and alignment images will increment the 

performance of algorithms. [68], [69],[2]. This is not necessary for all face 

identification and recognition algorithms, but deep learning and neural network 

applications tend to favor these types of pre-processing techniques.  

 

The face detection and face cropping script is widely used by the Identity Lab in 

partnership with the University of Notre Dame for various projects and 

applications. The script uses a pre-trained  HAAR cascade feature classifier, with a 

sliding window of a size of 24 x 24 created by Rainer Lienhart. Utilized in 

conjunction with OpenCV. The Code for this section can be found in Appendix D.  
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5.6 Object Detection 

Object Detection was originally one of the intended processes that the extracted 

gallery of images was going to be subjected to. However, throughout the 

development of the project, an interesting discovery was made that change the 

course of the project.   

 

Due to a brief interruption in connectivity, a website did not completely load to the 

web browser. Because of that glitch, an underlying aspect of the information within 

the profiles was observed. Instagram processes every image uploaded to the 

network. Object recognition is done with each image and stored within every post. 

However, this information is not available through the app, and it is not loaded 

visibly on the website either. It resides within the metadata of every post.      

 

Figure 22 - Glitched profile of an Instagram user. 

 

Below are some images of a user and its object recognition information.  
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Figure 23 - Incomplete feed from a user with underlying object tags 

Figure - 23  has the following information in its first quadrant: “Image may 

contain: 1 person, snow, outdoor and nature.” The image from that description 

can be found below in Figure – 24.  

 

 

Figure 24 - Image from public Instagram User. 

It was decided not to put effort into developing object recognition as it was done 

natively by Instagram.  
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5.7 Identity Clustering 

An essential aspect of biometric datasets relies on the proper identification of an 

individual within a database. Each individual should have several images that are 

defined as samples of that same person. In this experiment, once all the images are 

extracted from a single user profile and the faces are extracted from the raw images, 

a gallery full of faces is left for each profile. For this reason, it is necessary to 

allocate the same identities within each group of images. A way to determine 

different individual identities within a group of unknown or unlabeled faces is 

through Identity Clustering.  

 

Identity clustering or face clustering is the process of grouping unlabeled images 

(faces) based on similar attributes within an entire gallery. Face clustering is part 

of unsupervised machine learning algorithms, where there are no predefined labels 

(in contrast to supervised methods). Dr. Adrian Rosebrock developed the face 

clustering methodology utilized in this project; he is a known computer vision and 

deep learning researcher that often contributes to the computer science community.  

The theory behind his approach is based on a group of different techniques. The 

first part of the process is to process every single image. We utilized Dr. 

Rosebrock’s trained model. Every single image is encoded using a convolutional 

neural network to output a 128—dimension array that encodes the features and 

attributes that define a single face. The 128 dimension array has to be stored in a 

usable format, and pickle files allow for the manipulation of such types of data. For 

this project, a profile of a single user would go through the process of encoding, 

and a pickle file would be generated. A pickle file would contain the encoding of 

all images within a profile.  
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Once the pickle file is obtained we can process the images to the next step of the 

process, clustering the images. The hope is that each unique individual will have a 

separate cluster because each individual’s face images should have similar features 

to be represented in the same cluster. This is only possible with unsupervised 

machine learning models as labels are not present within the data. The clustering in 

this project is done using Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise 

(DBSCAN) but the Chinese whispers clustering could also be a viable option, due 

to the speed. This alternative would be ideal when dealing with millions of vector 

files to process.  The DBSCAN algorithm works by grouping points together that 

are closely packed in an N-dimensional space. Points that lie close together will be 

grouped together in a single cluster. Very similar to how K- nearest neighbor 

clustering works. DBSCAN is loaded into the sci-kit learn library, meaning that 

there is no necessary complex library or dependencies in the implementation of the 

algorithm.  

 

The code to complete this process can be found in Appendix C: 
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6 Results 

6.1 User Lists 

Using hashtag filtering, we were able to identify users that would most likely have 

a higher amount of selfie images within their profiles. Two sets of users were 

selected one list was manually crafted and the second was built by merging the 

results from different hashtag searches. The first list consists of 100 manually 

selected users. The process to select them initiated by going to a profile, rapidly 

examining the number of selfies within the Instagram feed and then saving them 

into a list. The manually selected users are the following: 

 

1. Eemma.e 

2. emilyeverywhere_ 

3. taylormichellelong 

4. ghyousomethin 

5. tttugram 

6. thaispatti 

7. vaherz 

8. valelu.99 

9. adry_moraais 

10. camilacirolini 

11. lufigueiro 

12. bisdemhe 

13. the_crescent 

14. chuel_kyo 

15. angeli 

16. carol 

17. nathaly.r.g.c 

18. neevilicious 

19. sandryssmd 

20. dharvel7861 

21. alex_issweet 

22. sakshimalikk 

23. min.sjal 

24. marttaaa32 

25. athenaenodia 

26. __nathaliie_ 

27. _xgosi 

28. amanda_007 

29. morten_nielsen_ 

30. mstbong 

31. essencja 

32. cdp1974 

33. giovanni_iuliano97 

34. fit_mamalife 

35. x3c0c 

36. luciano_carrubba 

37. manon.glbrt94 

38. evamariahuth 

39. dooonika_ 

40. f_db89 

41. stefanobussolari 

42. azizg12 

43. stephiiewilson 

44. ednita.22 

45. agatha.vt 

46. serif_sapmaz 

47. mickeyblueeyesmx 

48. david_wong576 

49. edgyboizz 

50. marghiandre 

51. motivate 

52. danielandruseyko 

53. ol1ver 

54. motivate 

55. griffdawg17 

56. juliusjuliojulian 

57. picass_ 

58. devz2626 

59. manny2blue 

60. javidoga33 

61. mr_wanderection 

62. luizclaudius2 

63. j_beaverhaussen 

64. nolan__taylor 

65. marco_aquarius 

66. nazara_jalil 

67. juanafonso92 

68. mr.john.jnr 

69. mr_drewfied 

70. blair.dickens 

71. obomyself 

72. silvanrpp 

73. maximbusel 

74. nicoendure 

75. emerson_maga 

76. ery.ka_79 

77. rajashree______ 

78. itsmaylan 

79. debzcabading 

80. cass_allion 

81. foreignhiba 

82. muakarenbeauty 

83. bellissimo_beauty 

84. jayepharrell 

85. meltdown87 

86. tothferenc 

87. cristina_talens 

88. anto_arriagada 

89. em.ley.fitness 

90. shreyawadhwa1 

91. dannnneo 

92. ullieswan 

93. wiczi.k_ 

94. ullieswan 

95. g.e.r.t.g.i.j.b.e.l.s 

96. arthurtrouble 

97. harvey_stoned 

98. l0new0lfj 

99. tothferenc 

100. xxtomzdbaxx 
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The second list of users was built by searching hashtags like the one mentioned in 

section 5.3 User Filtering by Hashtag. In this instance, no profile was examined 

manually and results were appended to a list.  In the scenario that a user was 

included in the first list, it was removed from the latter.  

1. aaliinaa_20 

2. abigailfarrant 

3. aboutgirl93 

4. adeliynee_07 

5. adr1anye 

6. afraroute 

7. agatka_m99 

8. agnes.hendriks 

9. alcinavirginia.pinheir

o 

10. alece87 

11. alex1971fox 

12. alexacoronell 

13. ali_laby_tng 

14. allllicja_a 

15. alyciapm 

16. alyssaderobbio_ 

17. angis_piccolo_mond

o_ 

18. anita_pokorska 

19. annaa_staa 

20. annalukey 

21. annamarie.syj.897 

22. anna_fashion_art_ 

23. anna_sharon_liguori_ 

24. anto_bllc 

25. arlinda_tfll 

26. assunta_guida 

27. astridcudon 

28. aurorelmtre 

29. b.yukksel 

30. beatrizbbritto 

31. benedettasabatini 

32. beyourselfytb 

33. bi.belotka 

34. bru_nana_ 

35. buseuc 

36. camillagunnarsson 

37. carobeitpas 

38. carolina_tarullo 

39. carolinyrodrigues_ 

40. caroluisanna 

41. cecily.ak 

42. celanomariateresa 

43. celinacayeh 

44. charenarde 

45. chefcucco 

46. chiarastracqui 

47. chia_rizzo 

48. cloealberry 

49. clo_milzo 

50. cluscapandy 

51. colly_ros 

52. cosplayconjunction 

53. co_labalestra 

54. crazy.lady.dc 

55. cubangirl_sandrita 

56. danielina.9.8.81 

57. daphpyang 

58. dcy.oceane 

59. debbi.ri 

60. dirlist.txt 

61. distefra 

62. dontyouloveflowers 

63. e.kostyukova_ 

64. einfach.yvii 

65. elayza_mew 

66. eleonora_ferraioli 

67. elisadory 

68. emanuela.manu.88 

69. erika_vtec 

70. espositoviviana 

71. estherbbt 

72. ewciaewelaska 

73. eyeoftheraven 

74. e__evela__a 

75. fandycaro 

76. fe.ba1983 

77. flavi91 

78. francy_antonio 

79. gabi.chelsea 

80. gabriella1994rubino 

81. galaxydougiex30est2

017 

82. gentechesifaiselfie 

83. gerdagrig 

84. giorgiannifederica 

85. giusydistefano_ 

86. glaak1 

87. glendymarjimenez 

88. grazia5157 

89. g_nancy_lopez 

90. hamburger_weib 

91. houlia.m.a 

92. iilena 

93. ilaydaderee 

94. ileanadell 

95. innyatima 

96. instagram-scraper.log 

97. intrusivethoughtdepa

rted 

98. irenegreco6 

99. irenerubino81 

100. islayzee 

101. jaimojmalyswiat 

102. janinx88 

103. jaquelinelima28 

104. jazmeenasworld 

105. jesan.fenix 

106. jessica_jessy_mantov

ani 

107. jessica_titta 

108. jessi_g_2707 

109. je_jina 

110. jhoana96_ 

111. jirina.musilova 

112. jlenia_famiani 

113. juliana_21_ko 

114. juliedonsin 

115. julka_parat 

116. juulyi__bmt 

117. k._monia 

118. kasiatosia 

119. ka_wa_79 

120. kiarinaaa_ 

121. kobieta_zmienna_jest

_85 

122. krazaakaa 

123. kropeczka.nad_i 

124. lachicca82 

125. laurabdo 

126. la_ludopatica 

127. la_ritaliana 

128. lea_fllc 

129. le_annika 

130. lmpradaa 

131. lolla1895 

132. loostie345 

133. lu_minu88 

134. lylyzuka 

135. lyn.azevedo 

136. m.georgievna93 

137. machestresss 

138. magda.looks 

139. mahalethgito 

140. marble_golden 

141. mareikewi96 

142. mariagrazia585 

143. mariec237 

144. mariem_deutsch 

145. martarolska 

146. mary_giac 

147. masamicat 

148. mcerbone 

149. melanieniedeg 

150. melooune_ 

151. mengoni_lovee 

152. mensi_diablik.62 

153. mereu96 

154. michelle.kalt 

155. milkeiriojas 

156. millajuice 

157. miri.cutrona 

158. mirianaferri 

159. missaly3 

160. mlle_parrot 

161. monis_2003 

162. morena1306 

163. mrstaensch 

164. mrvozubek 

165. mykim_cynthia 

166. naczi09 
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167. nancy_de.felice 

168. nasheraht 

169. nelloux 

170. nemys95 

171. nikolcia.xs 

172. ocelasss 

173. olesja 

174. olka_94 

175. paciugarossa 

176. pamela.lezzi 

177. paola_huynh 

178. paulix_vx 

179. pinkiegirl1995 

180. pinky_beee 

181. pixie_lotta 

182. pysia_1259 

183. qliphanaamah 

184. queen_gein 

185. rachelerakulo 

186. rena_ramo 

187. ricci_e_capricci_92 

188. ritasolimene 

189. roberta.debei 

190. robymascetti77 

191. roksanary.pho 

192. rominaleska 

193. rosyrosydg 

194. roua_hmem 

195. s.ylviave 

196. sandra_so_fresh 

197. saraahxs 

198. sassschy 

199. selfxcare_tr1 

200. silvi.van.nix 

201. silvia_bresolin 

202. simona.b.laura 

203. sofia_pasquali 

204. sweetconfcssions 

205. taty.1982 

206. tina.kik 

207. tin_delchen 

208. unicorn._.butt 

209. username_list.txt 

210. us_76_ger_running_a

nd_more 

211. vale1_9_9_0 

212. valentinacrescentini9

7 

213. valentina_todaro 

214. vanessak91 

215. velvetrroossee 

216. veronica_decrignis 

217. veronikelle 

218. victoria_baebae 

219. viljoees 

220. vivienheydebreck 

221. wiliinskay 

222. xexeknowsnothing 

223. xs_steph_ 

224. yessxxy 

225. yvi_vone_ 

226. _.patricia.t._ 

227. _biba_buba_ 

228. _cripuglii_ 

229. _federicavalentino 

230. _giuliacatalanoo_ 

231. _gladyysgil_ 

232. _kat_von_x_ 

233. _paolyyy_ 

234. _pysiulka_x 

235. _sanne.hst_ 

236. _young.and.menace_

_ 

237. __emma_blondiefit 

238. __harleen_quinzell_ 

239. __mrs__noname__ 

240. __thii.da_ 

241. __vm__8__
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6.2 Image Results  

Due to the number of profiles extracted, it is not possible to include all the images 

in the document. This section will highlight a single user but will include the 

general statistics for the entire set. The selected user to use as a base example is, 

serif_sapma; this user is part of the manually selected list or Subset 1. He is selected 

due to the high amount of images, the length of time in which the user had been 

posting, and the quantity of selfies present in the profile.  

 

6.2.1 Raw Subset 1 Results  

The Subset 1 results refer to the first tailored subset built that was manually crafted 

to have a higher amount of images. This was done with a slow manual approach 

and user profiles were quickly reviewed to see if they would be optimal for 

collection. However, some profiles could not be accessed and unfortunately, not all 

of them had a higher amount of images as expected. 

  

The following results illustrate the linear, logarithmic and histogram representation 

of the total raw images extracted in the first subset.  

 

The total number of images for 94 users is 24,217. 
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6.2.3 Cropped Subset 1Results 

The cropped results refer to the images that were obtained after the raw set was 

processed in the face detection algorithm. The base images used were the raw 

images extracted at the moment of collection. There were no images added; the 

number of images, however, significantly varies due to the number of faces within 

each picture. In social media photos, it is natural to have more than one person 

present in the dataset; the reason why there is more than one face per user. Also, 

the algorithm used it is not perfect; thus, there are many false-positive photos. 

Because of the false positives, not all images should be considered faces. To address 

the issue of false-positive, a secondary filter is done at the moment of doing face 

clustering in the cropped set.  

 

The total number of cropped images for 94 users is 58,648. 
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6.2.3 Subset 2 Results 

Subset 2 refers to a bigger dataset of different users. These were not manually 

selected but downloaded with the use of hashtag filtering. There was no control of 

the number of images per user, and the profiles were not inspected. This type of 

approach will give more randomized results and will indicate the possible results 

of a massive random collection of information. For this subset, there was no face 

clustering done as the amount of image require larger time to process and higher 

processing power.  

 

The total number of cropped images for 243 users is 108,661. 
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6.3 Gallery with detected faces for each profile 

The following images are part of the single sample user. Every profile will have a 

similar structure but with different images. This user provides an idea of how the 

dataset is constructed on a larger scale.  

 

Images for sample user 

 

 

Figure 34 - Raw gallery of an Instagram User 

Some important aspects to mention about this user profile: 

 9 years worth of data 

 1351 Total Images 

 935 Detected Faces 

 70% of the images are faces 

 790 Images from a single individual 
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6.4 Gallery with detected faces for each profile 

Once the images are processed through the face recognition and cropping 

algorithm, this is how the subset of each profile might look like. There are some 

noticeable false positives within the set.  

 

 

Figure 35 -  Cropped images of sample subject of subset 1. 

6.5 Identity Clustering Results  

The results for the identity clustering algorithm are interesting. The face clustering 

has only been done with our single sample profile due to the computing power 

required to finish the process with all the images within the set.   

For the single-user, an initial Face Clustering was applied to the 860 images within 

the user. This process produced the following results.  

Table 6 - Images results for clustering 

Clusters Number of Images 

1 797 

2 63 
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In the first clustering algorithm, it is important to highlight that it was not 100% 

accurate. This is due to the number of images present in the gallery. The 

unsupervised DBSCAN clustering algorithm is based on the number of images 

present in the set and the features within each image. With a higher amount of faces, 

the distance between features is greater; thus, it will try to group all features within 

smaller clusters. Reason why whe find incorrect matches in the clustering 

examples. Position (0,2) , (3,0) and (7,4) are clearly  not from the same individual. 

 

Figure 36 – Identity zero results of face clustering from the sample user with the full gallery, includes some 

false positives. 

The second unknown cluster was correct to identify that the group of faces does not 

belong to the same identity. However, it is important to recognize that there is one 
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face located in the wrong cluster. In position (1,3) we find a  face that should not 

be part of the unknown group. This face, however, has a significant amount of 

occlusion and this can be the reason why it was mislabeled. 

 

Figure 37- Unknown images from the clustering of sample individuals with the full gallery. 

  

 

 

 It is noticeable that the performance for the previous clustering was not optimal, 

but a second experiment was conducted to analyze the performance of face 
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clustering utilizing a smaller subset. For it, a total of 212 images were used of the 

sample user and the results were more promising  

 

Figure 38 - Unknown Faces 

The unknown faces accurately clustered individuals who did not belong to other 

clusters with the same identities.  
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A second cluster was created with the images of younger but similar toddlers. It is 

clear that the identities of all individuals are not the same, but the clustering 

algorithm was able to group all of the population within the gallery with a similar 

age together.  

 

Figure 39 - Second cluster of identities with toddlers 

The last cluster that was created by the algorithm succesfully identified all of the 

images of the same individual. Meaning that the identity of the same user was 

correctly placed in the same cluster. With these results, the idea of applying a 

cascade approach to identity clustering could be beneficial. Meaning that once a 
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single cluster is done a secondary clustering algorithm should be applied to the 

outputted images.  

 

 

Figure 40- First identity within the cluster with the most amount of images, no mislabeled images within the 

cluster. 

There are no false positives present in the resulting cluster, and the images of the 

subject were correctly placed in the same group even when some occlusion was 

present in the face.  
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7 Conclusion 

Several conclusions can be obtained from the works done on this project. The 

premise that data can be collected from current social media platforms was 

validated. It was demonstrated that even with new policies and legislation put in 

place by companies or organizations, users in public social media networks are still 

susceptible to have their information passively collected. The limitations and 

depreciations put in place by Instagram were enough to prevent the collection using 

their official API. However, there are still other methods that can be successfully 

used to collect data. Data scraping proved to be a successful mechanism to perform 

this type of activities This work also mentioned how their API had been depreciated 

to limit the features that it once had and how it will stop being supported in the 

future.  

 

Literature indicated that the biometric field requires data to develop further. After 

some processing, images extracted from social media can be successfully prepared 

to be used for biometric applications. Furthermore, it is important to highlight the 

limitations  

 

Many user risks can come from harvesting data from social media. Once data is 

collected up to the HOLDER to decide what would be done with it. On the 

researcher hands-on academic environment, it can be used to develop and improve 

biometric algorithms or tools.  Governments can use them for surveillance 

purposes. However, nefarious actors can use them to create deep fake models, 

photoshopped images or even steal the identities of other individuals.  

 

A major aspect to highlight is the unawareness of social media users that their 

images could be used for purposes beyond likes and comments and, based on the 

behavior of many social media users, it seems that they do not care about this. 
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Social media leverages the innate social trait of humans, the possibility of becoming 

famous appears to be a stronger desire than the possible risks that the public 

availability of personal information might bring.  

 

More than a biometric, technological, or governmental concern, this is a social 

issue. Social Media is not going to disappear and humans are still going to be 

involved with internet social applications. The field of biometric should leverage 

this aspect to their favor and further research in the possibilities before nefarious 

actors develop their techniques.  
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8 Future Work 

From a biometric point of view, several aspects could be developed; the major 

limitation would be the legality and authorization that scientists could have to use 

social media platforms. It will be interesting to analyze the accessibility of the 

platform once the changes are done in its internal structure. Also, identity clustering 

or face clustering could be further developed to properly and more accurately 

identify individuals. However, other aspects could be discussed in a multilevel 

approach.  

8.1 Governments  

We live in an ever-evolving society that is increasingly dependant on technologies 

and innovations. Governments attempt to catch up with the new risks that society 

face, some which originate from the rapid development of technology. These efforts 

have been observed with activities like GDPR or the Illinois Privacy Act (review 

these sources). However, these have not been enough to prevent events from 

happening that could significantly affect the course of history. Scandals have 

happened one after another, and different policies have affected the structure in 

which some of these applications are built. To be able to implement appropriate 

legislation, poly makers need to understand the technology or have proper advisors 

so that they could protect the privacy and needs of the users. I do not feel 

knowledgeable enough or in a position to suggest policy. 

8.2 Social Media Companies 

The developers of the platform have the most control over how the software 

behaves for users. Unfortunately, the actions of the companies are not driven by the 

well being of their users but the monetary remuneration. There are some aspects in 

which future work can be focused at a company level.  
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1. Mandatory registration and agreement of policy. 

2. Blockage of a user requesting a large amount of information in a short period of 

time 

3. Block users that change locations in a short period of time. 

As a counter measurement, I have designed a solution that a company could 

implement to increase awareness of the risk users might have when using their 

platforms. This solution has been crafted around Instagram but can be implemented 

by any social media of this type. 

 

 

Figure 41 - Instagram Biometric Warning Collection Prototype 

8.3 From User 

Users are the core of social media platforms. They are one of the most important 

aspects of online networks. The information transferred across servers originate 

from the users. Particularly in social media, users capture the images that are shared 

and liked. However, they are not aware of the probable risk and challenges faced 

when doing this. If governments or companies do not take the necessary actions to 

protect its citizens and users from outside threats, it should be the user's 
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responsibility to educate themselves for possible problems.  It is understandable 

that with the current societal circumstances and the way that the digital space 

behaves, it is becoming increasingly difficult to spread the awareness message.  

 

Users should understand that information posted in public networks will ly 

disappear and once something is shared online, one should be prepared to be 

collected by anyone on the internet.  

 

This was a very important project where I was able to understand and grow my 

knowledge about Social media and society in general. We live in a world that is 

evolving at a rapid pace. I hope that my work observed as a guideline or assessment 

of the current circumstances of the world. 
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10 Appendix A 
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10 Appendix B   

from selenium import webdriver 

from bs4 import BeautifulSoup as bs 

import time 

import re 

from urllib.request import urlopen 

import json 

from pandas.io.json import json_normalize 

import pandas as pd, numpy as np 

import os 

import requests 

 

username='anyusername' 

browser = webdriver.Chrome('/path/to/chromedriver') 

browser.get('https://www.instagram.com/'+username+'/?hl=en') 

Pagelength = browser.execute_script("window.scrollTo(0, document.body.scrollHeight);") 

 

#if a hashtag page is desired 

 

#hashtag='selfie' 

#browser = webdriver.Chrome('/path/to/chromedriver') 

#browser.get('https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/'+hashtag) 

#Pagelength = browser.execute_script("window.scrollTo(0, document.body.scrollHeight);") 

 

links=[] 

source = browser.page_source 

data=bs(source, 'html.parser') 

body = data.find('body') 

script = body.find('span') 

for link in script.findAll('a'): 

     if re.match("/p", link.get('href')): 

        links.append('https://www.instagram.com'+link.get('href')) 

 

Pagelength = browser.execute_script("window.scrollTo(0, document.body.scrollHeight/1.5);") 
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links=[] 

source = browser.page_source 

data=bs(source, 'html.parser') 

body = data.find('body') 

script = body.find('span') 

for link in script.findAll('a'): 

     if re.match("/p", link.get('href')): 

         links.append('https://www.instagram.com'+link.get('href')) 

#sleep time is required. If you don't use this Instagram may interrupt the script and doesn't scroll 

through pages 

time.sleep(5)  

Pagelength = browser.execute_script("window.scrollTo(document.body.scrollHeight/1.5, 

document.body.scrollHeight/3.0);") 

source = browser.page_source 

data=bs(source, 'html.parser') 

body = data.find('body') 

script = body.find('span') 

for link in script.findAll('a'): 

     if re.match("/p", link.get('href')): 

         links.append('https://www.instagram.com'+link.get('href')) 

    

result=pd.DataFrame() 

for i in range(len(links)): 

    try: 

        page = urlopen(links[i]).read() 

        data=bs(page, 'html.parser') 

        body = data.find('body') 

        script = body.find('script') 

        raw = script.text.strip().replace('window._sharedData =', '').replace(';', '') 

        json_data=json.loads(raw) 

        posts =json_data['entry_data']['PostPage'][0]['graphql'] 

        posts= json.dumps(posts) 

        posts = json.loads(posts) 

        x = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(json_normalize(posts), orient='columns')  

        x.columns =  x.columns.str.replace("shortcode_media.", "") 

        result=result.append(x) 
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    except: 

        np.nan 

#check duplicates 

result = result.drop_duplicates(subset = 'shortcode') 

result.index = range(len(result.index)) 

 

#Use requests library to download images from the ‘display_url’  

#result.index = range(len(result.index)) 

#directory="C:/Users/gbenitez2013/DesktopTHESIS" 

#for i in range(len(result)): 

#    r = requests.get(result['display_url'][i]) 

#    with open(directory+result['shortcode'][i]+".jpg", 'wb') as f: 

#                    f.write(r.content) 
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10 Appendix C 

# import the necessary packages 

from sklearn.cluster import DBSCAN 

from imutils import build_montages 

import numpy as np 

import argparse 

import pickle 

import cv2 

 

# construct the argument parser and parse the arguments 

ap = argparse.ArgumentParser() 

ap.add_argument("-e", "--encodings", required=True, 

help="path to serialized db of facial encodings") 

ap.add_argument("-j", "--jobs", type=int, default=-1, 

help="# of parallel jobs to run (-1 will use all CPUs)") 

args = vars(ap.parse_args()) 

 

# load the serialized face encodings + bounding box locations from 

# disk, then extract the set of encodings to so we can cluster on 

# them 

print("[INFO] loading encodings...") 

data = pickle.loads(open(args["encodings"], "rb").read()) 

data = np.array(data) 

encodings = [d["encoding"] for d in data] 

 

# cluster the embeddings 

print("[INFO] clustering...") 

clt = DBSCAN(metric="euclidean", n_jobs=args["jobs"]) 

clt.fit(encodings) 

 

# determine the total number of unique faces found in the dataset 

labelIDs = np.unique(clt.labels_) 

numUniqueFaces = len(np.where(labelIDs > -1)[0]) 

print("[INFO] # unique faces: {}".format(numUniqueFaces)) 
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# loop over the unique face integers 

for labelID in labelIDs: 

# find all indexes into the `data` array that belong to the 

# current label ID, then randomly sample a maximum of 25 indexes 

# from the set 

print("[INFO] faces for face ID: {}".format(labelID)) 

 

idxs = np.where(clt.labels_ == labelID)[0] 

print("the len idxs value is %s" % len(idxs)) 

idxs = np.random.choice(idxs, size=min(64, len(idxs)), 

replace=False) 

 

 

# initialize the list of faces to include in the montage 

faces = [] 

 

# loop over the sampled indexes 

for i in idxs: 

# load the input image and extract the face ROI 

image = cv2.imread(data[i]["imagePath"]) 

(top, right, bottom, left) = data[i]["loc"] 

face = image[top:bottom, left:right] 

 

# force resize the face ROI to 96x96 and then add it to the 

# faces montage list 

face = cv2.resize(face, (96, 96)) 

faces.append(face) 

#print("this is i%s"%i) 

 

# create a montage using 96x96 "tiles" with 5 rows and 5 columns 

montage = build_montages(faces, (96, 96), (8, 8))[0] 

 

# show the output montage 

title = "Face ID #{}".format(labelID) 

title = "Unknown Faces" if labelID == -1 else title 
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cv2.imshow(title, montage) 

cv2.waitKey(0) 
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10 Appendix D 

import numpy as np 

import time 

import sys 

import dlib 

import os 

import glob 

import numpy as np 

import cv2 

import random 

#from cv2 import cv 

import math 

from PIL import Image 

import multiprocessing 

from joblib import Parallel, delayed 

 

def Distance(p1,p2): 

    dx = p2[0] - p1[0] 

    dy = p2[1] - p1[1] 

    return math.sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy) 

 

def ScaleRotateTranslate(image, angle, center = None, new_center = None, scale = None, 

resample=Image.BICUBIC): 

    if (scale is None) and (center is None): 

        return image.rotate(angle=angle, resample=resample) 

    nx,ny = x,y = center 

    sx=sy=1.0 

    if new_center: 

        (nx,ny) = new_center 

    if scale: 

        (sx,sy) = (scale, scale) 

    cosine = math.cos(angle) 

    sine = math.sin(angle) 

    a = cosine/sx 
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    b = sine/sx 

    c = x-nx*a-ny*b 

    d = -sine/sy 

    e = cosine/sy 

    f = y-nx*d-ny*e 

    pilImg = Image.fromarray(image) 

    pilImg2 = pilImg.transform(pilImg.size, Image.AFFINE, (a,b,c,d,e,f), resample=resample) 

    return  pilImg2 

 

def CropFace(image, eye_left=(0,0), eye_right=(0,0), offset_pct=(0.2,0.2), dest_sz = 

(70,70),padding = .15): 

    # calculate offsets in original image 

    offset_h = math.floor(float(offset_pct[0])*dest_sz[0]) 

    offset_v = math.floor(float(offset_pct[1])*dest_sz[1]) 

    # get the direction 

    eye_direction = (eye_right[0] - eye_left[0], eye_right[1] - eye_left[1]) 

    # calc rotation angle in radians 

    rotation = -math.atan2(float(eye_direction[1]),float(eye_direction[0])) 

    # distance between them 

    dist = Distance(eye_left, eye_right) 

    # calculate the reference eye-width 

    reference = dest_sz[0] - 2.0*offset_h 

    # scale factor 

    scale = float(dist)/float(reference) 

    # rotate original around the left eye 

    image = ScaleRotateTranslate(image, center=eye_left, angle=rotation) 

    # crop the rotated image 

    crop_xy = (eye_left[0] - scale*offset_h, eye_left[1] - scale*offset_v) 

    crop_size = (dest_sz[0]*scale, dest_sz[1]*scale) 

    padding_px_x = int(crop_size[0]*padding) 

    padding_px_y = int(crop_size[1]*padding) 

    image = image.crop((int(crop_xy[0])-padding_px_x, int(crop_xy[1])-padding_px_y, 

int(crop_xy[0]+crop_size[0])+padding_px_x, int(crop_xy[1]+crop_size[1])+padding_px_y)) 

    # resize it 

    image = image.resize(dest_sz, Image.ANTIALIAS) 

    return image 
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def process_image(f,save_path,base_path,detector,predictor,padding): 

    #print("Processing file: {}".format(f)) #GIO 

    img_name = os.path.basename(f) 

    img_dir = os.path.dirname(f) 

    saveLocation = img_dir[len(base_path):] 

    if len(saveLocation) > 0 and (saveLocation[0] == '/' or saveLocation[0] == '\\'): 

        saveLocation = saveLocation[1:] 

    save_path = os.path.join(save_path,saveLocation) 

    if not os.path.exists(save_path): 

        os.makedirs(save_path) 

    if os.path.isfile(os.path.join(save_path,img_name)): 

        print ("image already exists, skipping.") 

        return 

    #print "this is",type(f) 

    if os.path.isfile(f): 

 

        img = cv2.imread(f) 

        if img is not None: 

            if img.shape[0] > 30 and img.shape[1] > 30: 

                rfactor = 1 

                img_small = cv2.resize(img, (0,0), fx=rfactor, fy=rfactor) 

                faces = detector(img_small,1) 

                if len(faces) == 0: 

 

                    faces = detector(img,1) 

                    rfactor = 1 

 

 

                    print("Not faces: {}  {}" .format(len(faces),f)) 

 

                if len(faces) > 1: 

                    faces = detector(img, 1) 

                    rfactor = 1 

 

                    print("More than 1 face: {}  {}".format(len(faces), f)) 
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                #print("Number of faces detected: {}".format(len(faces))) #GIO 

 

                ind = -1 

                max_ar = -1 

                if len(faces) > 0: 

                    for temp in range(0,len(faces)): 

                        #print ('d ', len(faces), faces, 

int(faces[temp].left()),int(faces[temp].top()),int(faces[temp].right()),int(faces[temp].bottom())) 

#GIO 

                        if (int(faces[temp].bottom())-int(faces[temp].top()))*(int(faces[temp].right())-

int(faces[temp].left())) > max_ar: 

                            max_ar = (int(faces[temp].bottom()) - int(faces[temp].top())) * 

(int(faces[temp].right()) - int(faces[temp].left())) 

                            ind = temp 

                    #print ('ind ', ind)  

                    d = faces[temp] 

                    d = 

dlib.rectangle(int(d.left()*(1/rfactor)),int(d.top()*(1/rfactor)),int(d.right()*(1/rfactor)),int(d.bottom(

)*(1/rfactor))) 

                    shape = predictor(img, d) 

                    

img_left_center=[(float(str(shape.part(36)).split(",")[0][1:])+float(str(shape.part(39)).split(",")[0][

1:]))/2,(float(str(shape.part(36)).split(",")[1][:-1])+float(str(shape.part(39)).split(",")[1][:-1]))/2] 

                    

img_right_center=[(float(str(shape.part(42)).split(",")[0][1:])+float(str(shape.part(45)).split(",")[0]

[1:]))/2,(float(str(shape.part(42)).split(",")[1][:-1])+float(str(shape.part(45)).split(",")[1][:-1]))/2] 

                    img_cropped = 

CropFace(img,img_left_center,img_right_center,(0.16,0.16),(256,256),padding) # best results with 

0.2 0.2 padding 

                    strng = img_name.split('.')[0] + '.JPG' 

                    cv2.imwrite(os.path.join(save_path,strng),np.asarray(img_cropped)) 

                     

                 

        else: 

            print ("Cannot find a face in this image!") 

            print(f) 
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    else: 

        print ("warning: cannot find original file!") 

         

def LandmarkImage(predictor,faces_folder_path,save_path): 

 

    detector = dlib.get_frontal_face_detector() 

    if not os.path.exists(save_path): 

        os.makedirs(save_path) 

    ind = 0 

    failed = 0 

    num_cores = 1#multiprocessing.cpu_count() 

    filepaths = [] 

    for root, dirs, files in os.walk(faces_folder_path): 

        for file in files: 

            if (file.endswith(ext_strng) or file.endswith(ext_strng)) and not file.startswith("."): 

                filepaths.append(os.path.join(root,file)) 

    base_path = faces_folder_path 

    

Parallel(n_jobs=num_cores)(delayed(process_image)(f,save_path,base_path,detector,predictor,.20

) for f in filepaths) 

 

subset_name = "first_run" 

 

faces_folder_path = "C:\\Users\\gbenitez2013\\Desktop\\THESIS\\test" 

predictor_path = 

"C:\\Users\\gbenitez2013\\PycharmProjects\\Codend\\shape_predictor_68_face_landmarks.dat" 

save_path = "C:\\Users\\gbenitez2013\\Desktop\\THESIS\\test_results" 

ext_strng = "jpg" 

sz = int("256") 

predictor = dlib.shape_predictor(predictor_path) 

LandmarkImage(predictor,faces_folder_path,save_path) 

 

# faces_folder_path = sys.argv[1] 

# predictor_path = sys.argv[2] 

# save_path = sys.argv[3] 

# ext_strng = sys.argv[4] 
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# sz = int(sys.argv[5]) 

# predictor = dlib.shape_predictor(predictor_path) 

# LandmarkImage(predictor,faces_folder_path,save_path)  

 

 


